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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a precedent oriented computer assisted method of
designing, analyzing and evaluating systems of internal controls.

The

..!..nternal Control _!iodel, TICOM III, is fundamentally a design and analysis
tool useful in the context of Automated Office Information Systems (AOIS's).
Traditional analysis and evaluation tools, such as flowcharting, written
narratives and questionnaires, are inefficient, if not insufficient, to
support the design and control analysis of these new systems.

The advantages

of TICOM III over traditional methods such as narrative description,
questionnaires and flowcharts are: (1) the evaluation can be more rigorous
and exhaustive because of the speed, accuracy and memory capacity of
computers;

(2) the documentation of the system can be more thorough because

of automated completeness and consistency tests; and,

(3) the modeler may

probe and test controls by using a query processing system that is capable of
assisting the user in analyzing state achievability from a precondition
viewpoint.

The model has been implemented at the University of Minnesota.
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A Mathematical Contraction and Automated
Analysis of Internal Controls
The paper presents a graph theoretic method of contraction which can be
used to assist in the design, analysis and evaluation of internal control
systems.

Recent research indicates that internal control systems can be

represented in a mathematical and machine understandable form, Bailey et. al.
[1,2,3].

The organization of this paper is as follows: Section I contains a

discussion of basic internal control theory.

The discussion centers on the

distinctions between logical versus technical; vertical versus horizontal;
preventive, detective (discovery), and corrective controls.
provides a discussion of the TICOM III model.

Section II

The structure of the Internal

Control Description Language (ICDL) and basic means of analysis employed by
TICOM III are presented in this section [1,2,3].

Section III sets forth a

mathematical statement of the TICOM III model and its properties, and
associated mathematical theory of contraction.

Section IV presents the

analytic capabilities of TICOM III, special care is taken in discussing
mathematical contraction theory as it is unique to the analysis of internal
controls.

Section V provides examples of TICOM analysis.

I. Discussion of Internal Controls

The American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (1979) defined
internal controls as "the plan of organization and all the coordinate methods
and measures adopted within a business to safegard its assets, check the
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accuracy and reliability of its accounting data, promote operational
efficiency, and encourage adherence to prescribed managerial policies ... "
(Section 320.09) [4].

Mair, Wood and Davis in "Computer Control and Audit"

present the definition that "Controls act upon things that can go wrong
which, in turn, leads to the reduction of exposure." [SJ

The two definitions

differ in that the AICPA concentrates on the objectives while Mair, Wood and
Davis focus on the means.

Although all CPA firms must consider both means

and objectives in evaluating controls and general guidelines have been
suggested by several different researchers [6], no objective criteria for
determining the quality of an internal control system currently exists.

This

fact was particularly noted by Peat, Marwick, Mitchell and Company in its
"Research Opportunities in Auditing" publication [7].

As a result recent

research has focused on judgmental consensus or agreement among auditors
rather than on objective criteria or methods of analysis- [8, and many
others].

Because the extent of audit work to be performed by external

auditors is determined in part by an evaluation of the internal controls,
there is a need for a more rigorous framework of internal control analysis.
The current framework for the evaluation of internal controls has
typically used such decision support aids as flowcharts, questionnaires, and
narrative discussions of the client's accounting systems.

After studying the

flowcharts and questionnaires, the auditor assesses the relative strengths
and weaknesses of the internal controls.
"subjective art" at best.

This assessment process is still a

Experts can instruct novices in method, but cannot

tell a novice how to evaluate internal controls.
expert knowledge attained only through experience.

This seems to require
In fact, experts

themselves do not agree on what constitutes a control or in a specific
instance an adequate control.
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The weaknesses inherent in these traditional techniques have been
recognized for some time.

The last several years have witnessed the

introduction of a number of new approaches intended to regularize the
evaluation process.

Peat, Marwick, Mitchell and Company recently adopted a

new approach to the documentation and evaluation of internal accounting
controls called the 11 Systems Evaluation Approach: Documentation of Controls 11
(SEADOC).

SEADOC uses an entirely new flowcharting logic along with new

concepts and language to describe the internal accounting controls and has
been formally adopted as firm policy.

Most of the large public accounting

finns have adopted similar but competing approaches to this problem.
the firms hopes that their

11

Each of

new 11 approach wi 11 1ead to greater consensus

among their field auditors in evaluating internal controls.
Another, more comprehensive, method of modeling and evaluating internal
controls by computer is the topic of this paper.

The paper presents some of

the mathematical properties which have been formulated and the formal logic
and modeling that is included in The Internal Control Model (TICOM III).
TICOM III is a computer-assisted method of modeling and evaluating internal
controls and is useful in such contexts as auditing and Automated Office
·Information Systems (AOIS) design and control [9];
Neither SEADOC nor any of the the current methods adopted by the various
firms directly addresses the issue of objective criteria for assessing the
adequacy of control.

TICOM III is subject to the same criticism.

However,

TICOM III possesses several properties not present in any other design and
analysis systems.

This will become evident in reading Sections III-V.

The next paragraphs of this section discuss the different
classifications auditors have used to identify and distinguish between
internal controls.

These classifications of internal controls will
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facilitate an understanding of their similarities and differences, their
identifying characteristics, strengths and weaknesses.

TICOM III is capable

of modeling accounting internal controls from any of the differing viewpoints
presented in these paragraphs.

Control Classification
Mair, Wood, and Davis provide an initial schema for the identification

of internal controls indicating that internal controls may be classified in
several broad categories with each classification indicating something
different about the properties of the controls [SJ.

Not only does

classification help to provide mutual understanding and facilitate discussion
of controls, it also provides a framework -by which controls can be evaluated.
The following three categories are identified by Mair, Wood and Davis:

Logical versus Technical Controls
Logical controls include simple and obvious incorporations of business
logic that are functional in nature, such as supervisory approval of work.
Technical controls, however, are peculiar to a particular technology such as
electronic digital computers.

An example of a technical control is the

checking of a parity bit in EDP.

Note that the supervisory work implemented

in a computer program appears little different from the supervisory approval
being provided over bookkeeping clerks.

On the other hand, parity controls

provided by computer equipment to detect electronic failures in transmittal
or recording of data has no parallel situation in purely manual processing
[SJ.
TICOM was designed with logical controls in mind not primarily the
technical controls.

Although technical controls may also be modeled by
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TICOM, examples to date have concentrated on logical controls and additional
technical development may be needed to fully accommodate technical controls.

Vertical versus Horizontal Controls
Another classification of controls is made by segregating "controls that
follow the vertical lines of authority of an organization chart and those
which follow processing flows that cut across such lines" [SJ.
each are

Examples of

(1) supervision or segregation of duties, and (2) controls that

affect the flow of assets or objects within and between departments.
TICOM provides a means of modeling and querying both types of controls.
The vertical controls are modeled using a semantic network of the
relationship.
oriented graph.

Horizontal controls are modeled by means of a precedentBother representations may be queried individually or in

combination.

Preventive, Detective, and Corrective Controls
This classification relates to whether a "particular control technique
will prevent a cause of exposure from happening, detect the fact that it has
already happened, or correct the effects of it after it has been detected:
[5].

The rest of this paper will focus on this classification category

because it seems to provide the most fruitful line of discussion at this
time.

The following discussion concerning preventive, detective and

corrective controls will make use of a graphic network descriptive approach.
This graphic network is fundamental to an understanding of TICOM III.

The

mathematics of TICOM III are closely related to graph theory.
Preventive controls include those controls providing either
(1) motivational factors for human operators, or (2) controls over process
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flows.

Whether a process control is classified as a preventive or a

detective control depends on the relationship of the control to the event and
the timing of the event.

If a control, J, prevents a cause of exposure that

would affect some event, K, then we can classify control J as a preventive
control with regards to some exposure that otherwise may occur at event K.

A

detective control does not prevent the cause of exposure from happening, but
triggers an alarm subsequent to the event.

Thus J may be viewed as a

detective control if it tests an assignment made previously by event K
against some other condition.

Failure of the test may or may not induce a

correction, but corrections can only occur subsequent to detection.
of similar controls may be diagrammed as in Figure 1.

A graph

In Figure 1, control

events (comparisons) and processing events are represented by nodes, paths
are represented by arcs.

Insert Figure 1 about here

A simple illustration of Figure 1 may be where:
Node 1,
Node 2,
Node 3,
Node 4,
Node 5,

(Event A) Keypunch payroll time card
(Event B) Re-key the same time card information
(Event C) Compare punched time card with re-keyed
information, if not equal, delete and send time cards to be
repunched.
(Event D) Compare: if total hours worked is greater than 40
then execute node 5.
(Event E) Log hours worked greater than 40 on weekly
payro 11 report.

Starting at node 1, a payroll time card is punched or keyed into the
system.
complete.

The condition for proceeding to node 2 is only that event A must be
At node 2, the time card is rekeyed into the system.

Node 3 makes

a comparison and on the basis of that comparison "detects" an error that may
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have occurred earlier at either node 1 or node 2.

Node 3 indicates the

corrective action sequence intended to rectify the error by sending the time
card back for repunching.

The time card is then again punched and rekeyed by

events at nodes 1 and 2 respectively.
through the comparison at node 3.

Then the time card is again passed

If the punched card equals the rekeyed

card, then events at node 4 may occur, otherwise the time card is again sent
back for repunching.

By following the above procedure, the control process

initiated at node 3 PREVENTS further processing until the time card is judged
to be "correct".

This control sequence is then also a preventive control in

that it prevents the issuing of an incorrect payroll check at a later node.
'Node 3 initiates a corrective feedback control represented by the sequence of
node 3, node ·l, node 2 and node 3.

Nodes 4 and 5 represent a detective

control, exposing some potential source of exposure even though the time
cards were correctly keypunched.

Some detective controls such as the control

at nodes 4 and 5 may log an event ("sound the bell" warning of the exposure)
and nothing more.
preventive control.

Node 4 may also be considered a very weak type of
Note that each type of control discussed here contains a

detective type of mechanism.
Mair et. al. build an argument that for auditing purposes, detective
controls are "clearly" the most important controls as they provide basis
upon which the corrective controls operate, and a basis for measuring the
effectiveness of both preventive and corrective controls [5].

Similar

considerations provide motivation for the inclusion in internal control
models of a ·means of identifying possible detective controls.

However, for

the purpose of developing a well controlled system, preventive controls
provide the primary "line of defense", with detective and corrective controls
providing a secondary means for reducing exposure.
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The purpose of this section has been threefold: first, to acquaint the
reader with the varying viewpoints adopted by auditors in discussing i nternal
controls; second, to point out that TICOM III is not dependent upon a single
viewpoint, i.e. one is not forced to alter his viewpoint as to the relevance
of a control classification in order to have an interest in TICOM as a design
and analysis tool; and third, we have attemped to provide the basis for some
intuitive insight into the graph theoretic properties of TICOM III to be
presented in the following sections.

II. TICOM III

TICOM III is an analytic tool that will enable the accountant and
auditor to use the accuracy, speed and memory capacity of computers as an aid
in the design, evaluation and audit of financial systems and their embedded
systems of accounting internal control.
The TICOM III modeling and analysis approach to unifying AOIS and
auditing issues has three distinct components, described in the following
section.

The first component, called an Internal Control Description

Language, or ICDL, is a modeling language for formally describing the
operations of the firm.

The ICDL provides the formal input of the TICOM III

modeling process and is consistent with the information collected by
Deloitte, Haskins and Sells [10] in their manual verification of internal
control procedures.
This formal model is then mapped algorithmically into an internal
representation, the second component of the system.

As part of the mapping

process, the ICDL description is checked for compliance with the syntactic
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and semantic rules of the language to reduce the probability of
misrepresentation errors.

In addition, certain consistency issues concerning

illogical construction sequences, e.g., documents transferred but not
received, are examined.
The analysis methods are controlled by the third component of TICOM III,
a query processing system.

The query processing system permits the auditor

to pose tailored questions concerning the structure and behavior of the
internal control model.
These three components are the foundation of the TICOM III modeling ad
analysis approach to unify AOIS and auditing design and control issues.

The

remaining sections of this paper will elaborate on these three components of
TICOM III.

We first present the basic components of the Internal Control

Description Language (ICDL) as these are necessary to an understanding of
subsequent discussion.

Presentation of the ICDL is followed by a section

entitled "Basic Modeling and Analysis Concepts."

This section includes·

issues covering the mapping, analysis and query processing concepts of TICOM
III.

Internal Control Description Language (ICDL)
The Internal Control Description Language was designed to support the
description specifications of accounting internal control systems.

Its

constructs and terminology are closely related to the fundamental concepts
and operations associated with internal control and systems design.

The

basic corrmands for describing individual office tasks are shown in Figure 2.
The ICDL is rich enough to support system descriptions that are easily
readable and intuitively appealing to business personnel while avoiding the
recognition and interpretation difficulties inherent in natural languages.
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In the ICDL, the internal control system description consists of
definitions of system objects, repositories, and interrelated office tasks
associated with the agent who is responsible for carrying out the tasks.

The

task descriptions are focused on modeling the processing required to record
single transactions.

A transaction is defined as the action required to move

a set of system objects from their source repositories to their destination
repositories, to their destruction, or to their error-state detection.
Knowledge of how single transactions are processed may then be related to
situations concerning the concurrent processing of transactions.
Since internal control systems are not limited solely to the control of
documents and electronically stored records (i.e., cash, inventories, goods
received, etc.), the ICDL incorporates a general mechanism for specifying
system objects as abstract types.

System objects are themselves abstractions

since the internal control system model does not physically manipulate
instances of the system objects, but only models the operation and their
effects on the state of system objects.
The notion of abstraction is widely used.

Programming languages use

abstract data types to specify the functional properties of a data structure
and the permissible operations on it.

Subsequent use of a new data type is

done within the context of its specification [11].

Artificial Intelligence

applications use type hierarchies in conjunction with assertions to form a
semantic network [12].

The ICDL uses the inheritance mechanism of type

hierarchies that is corm1on to such implementations.
Since the ICDL is a modeling language, references to real objects,
agents, and repositories are modeled as references to abstract objects,
agents, and repositories which are representative of their real world
counterparts.

Thus, shipping clerks, for example Jones and Smith, can be
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collectively modeled in the ICDL by the abstract agent CLERK associated with
the Shipping Department.

The task descriptions associated with CLERK are

assumed to be the tasks performed by all shipping clerks.

In a more concise

way, we could say that Jones and Smith are of type shipping clerk.

It is

this abstract level of collective representation and typing that the ICDL
addresses.
In the ICDL, abstractions are defined by labels and types.
name of any abstraction is called a label.

The symbolic

For example, let object PAYROLL-

CHECK be representative of payroll checks in general.

In addition, PAYROLL-

CHECK is declared of object type CHECKS since it possesses the attributes
necessarily belonging to check-like objects.

Type checks is defined by the

label CHECKS and the list of attributes just referred to.
attributes are PAYEE and DATE-PAID.

Two such

To further complete the definition,

PAYEE and DATE-PAID are typed to specify the "nature of the information"
these attributes convey.

PAYEE and DATE-PAID are declared to be of attribute

type NAME and DATES respectively.

The definition is completed by declaring

both attribute types, NAME and DATE, to be of standard data types, in this
case, character.

This implies that character data can be used to represent

instances of PAYEE and DATE-PAID but because these attributes are of
different attribute types, they convey dissimilar information.

(Note, in

general an attribute may represent a single entity, i.e., PAYEE, or a group
of entities, i.e., ITEMIZED-ORDER-LIST.)
Thus, PAYROLL-CHECK is defined as an object of type CHECKS with
attributes PAYEE and DATE-PAID.

Attributes PAYEE and DATE-PAID convery NAME

and DATE information, respectively.
using character data.

And this informtion can be represented

This typing scheme is essential for validating

comparisons (i.e., comparison of two objects or attributes is valid if they
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are of the same type), checking the consistency of other system operations
and establishing a knowledgebase for future man-machine interaction.
In summary, an object is a labelled item with attributes indicated by
its object type.

An object

~

is a 1abe 1 denoting the attr-i butes

necessarily associated with objects of a given type.

An attribute is a

labelled characteristic with an associated attribute type.
~

The attribute

specifies the data type that can be employed to represent an instance of

an attribute.

In essence, the attribute type labels the "nature of the

information" an attribute conveys.

The "nature of the information" conveyed

by an object is the collective "natures" of its attributes.
The Typing scheme is also extended to include repository and agent
declarations.

Suppose VAULT is declared a repository capable of "holding"

objects of type CHECKS.
accurate.

Then the instruction GET PAYROLL-CHECK FROM VAULT is

Whereas, GET CASH FROM VAULT would be inaccurate, assuming CASH is

not declared to be of type CHECKS.

Also, TRANSFER PAYROLL-CHECK TO

SUPERVISOR is accurate only if SUPERVISOR is declared to be an agent with a
matching statement denoting the reception of a payroll check.

This type of

consistency check is generally done by auditors in their internal control
evaluations.
In addition to facilitating consistency checking (functional
correctness) by type checking, this abstraction permits the sytem designer to
choose a specification level that emphasizes the significant properties of
the objects while ignoring other less significant aspects.

The ICDL has

provisions for allowing the system designer to define classifications for
system objects, repositories, and agents.

These classifications form a type

hierarchy to represent membership relations.

Objects, repositories, and
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agents may belong to many classifications which are not necessarily mutually
exclusive.
The type hierarchy is utilized to permit the expression and
interpretation of high-level queries.

For instance, consider that object

type CHECKS has been declared as an element of the classification DOCUMENTS
and also as an element of the classification ASSETS.

A query concerning the

general use of indirect assets (objects that have no material value in
themselves but can be used to acquire objects of value) can be referenced in
the query as DOCUMENTS(x) AND ASSETS(x), where xis a variable.

An instance

of x satisfying these restrictions is EMPLOYEE-CHECK, since EMPLOYEE-CHECK is
of type CHECKS it inherits the membership relations associated with CHECKS.
The depth of the type hierarchy is unrestricted, permitting various
degrees of subset inclusion.
handled in the same manner.

Classifications of agents and repositories are
Presently, no mechanism has been defined for

checking the type hierarchy for contradictions, i.e., the classification of
an object as both an asset and a liability.

Also, due to the level of

standardized terminology and concepts in accounting, research is needed to
formulate a skeleton type hierarchy as an initial base which can be tailored
and expanded to fit the particular organization needs.
Office activity is described by modularized description of interrelated
tasks.

The individual tasks are associated with work-related positions .

Work-related positions are then classified within departments, divisions, and
other organizational units.

The functional capabilities of each organization

units are defined as the sum total of the functional capabilities of its
individual members.

In this way, the system may be described and analyzed

from several organizational perspectives.
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Figure 3 illustrates a task description written in ICDL for describing
the activity performed by Clerk-1 in the Stores Department.

To the left of

• the ICDL description is the flowchart representation of Clerk-l's activity
extracted from Figure 3.
self-explanatory.

For the most part, the ICDL description should be

It is of interest, however, to note that the description

is not required to be deterministic.

For instance, the send-for-approval

activity only stipulates that REQUISITION-1 (1 signifies copy 1) is to be
sent to MANAGER, i.e., one manager (agent) for each department, and no
stipulation is specified for determining which manager is to receive the
requisition.

Similarly, the transfer of REQUISITION-3 to Accounts Payable

does not designate the agent who is to receive the document.

Consequently,

any agent in Accounts Payable with a wait command for the requisition could
possible receive it.

Other cases of nondeterminism appear if a document is

filed and several agents have the capability of extracting it from the file
or one agent may extract it several times over the course of processing.
Once the system description has been mechanically analyzed for
inconsistencies and flaws, i.e., type checking, the description is
interpreted into an internal representation expressing permissible orderings
of the operations.

The intertask precedence of the instructions is inferred

through matching PUT/GET and WAIT/TRANSFER instructions and the serial
ordering of the instructions.

Nondeterminism is removed by encoding mutually

exclusive precedence constraints permitting the "execution" of all possible
paths through the system.

The next section addresses the concepts by which

the ICDL is mapped into an internal representation and subjected to
mechanical analysis.
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Basic Modeling and Analysis Concepts
Given an AOIS specification in the ICDL, the next phase is to construct
a machine readable model from the ICDL description.

Due to the type of

analysis to be performed on the model, a precedence-oriented model was
developed.

The model employed in TICOM III is similar to other precedence-

oriented models, however, its intended use is significantly different.

This

similarity suggests that the same model is suitable for multipurpose
analysis.
Precedence-oriented models, as described in Section I, depict the office
as a set of tasks whose permissible execution sequences are specified by
precedence constraints.

The general form of the model is a bilogic directed

graph showing both control and data flow.

The precedence-oriented model has

served as the basis for the Information Control Net (ICN) office model
developed at Xerox PARC [13].

Other AOIS modeling techniques have been

proposed, e.g. Zisman's augmented Petri nets [14] and Onega [15].
Each node of the graph represents some fundamental operation such as
document preparation or a consistency test between two documents.

The time

at which a node is activated is governed by the completion of the immediate
predecessor activities.

Immediate predecessors of a node, a, are those nodes

whose outgoing arcs point to
precedence condition.

a.

A given node may have more than one

In such cases, multiple precedence conditions are

specified through logical expressions of the incoming arcs.

A conditional

node is restricted to having only two outgoing arcs, one labeled true and the
other false, to denote which arc and thus which immediate predecessor is to
be activated dependent upon the outcome of the test.
Figure 4 shows a simplified fragment of a purchasing subsystem, which
demonstrates the relationship between the ICDL specification and the
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precedence graph model.

The ICDL procedural description consists of five

organization units: VENDOR, RECEIVING, PURCHASING, STORES and CASH
DISBURSEMENTS.

The office system is described by modular task descriptions

for each organizational unit.

The interactions of the task are implied by

the proper pairing of "PUT x INTO f" to "GET x FROM f" instructions and "WAIT
FOR x FROM p" to "TRANSFER x TO p" instructions, and the serial ordering of
the instructions.

The initial contents of each repository is given within

the ICDL description.
Internal control evaluation consists of examining the office system for
the presence (omission) of specific characteristics that reasonably assure
that accounting controls are properly implemented and enforced.

An important

concept of internal control is the proper separation of duties.

Duties are

properly assigned if the individual office worker is competent to perform the
tasks and his duties contain no incompatible functions that would enable him
to perpetrate and conceal irregularities within the limit of his normal
duties.

Other internal control concerns include controlled access to assets,

supportive documentation for business transactions, authorizations and
independent comparisons between accounting documentation and assets.

These

office processing and management characteristics can be examined to a limited
degree through a standard query system operating on a database containing a
description of the office system.

However, there are important internal

control issues for which such a method is deficient.
Besides being interested in the static aspects of the accounting
internal control system, the auditor and the accountant are equally concerned
about the more dynamic aspects of the system.

That is, the actions and

relationships that must be established for a given accounting event to occur.
And after the accounting event has occurred, the existence of documentation
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and relationships that support the transaction.

In addition, office worker

compliance with the accounting internal control system and management
override are difficult issues that the auditor and accountant must deal with.
The skeleton model of Figure 4 does not illustrate the complexity of
accounting internal control systems.

Missing from it are the interactions of

the v~rious accounting systems, the clerical and managerial positions within
each department, documentation for recording transactions, descriptions of
validation, authorization and approval procedures, and feedback mechanisms
for correcting identified irregularities and errors.

Since accounting

systems are complex, the accountant and auditor require better tools for
internal control evaluation.
In Figure 4, node 22 represents the preparation of a voucher authorizing
payment to a vendor.

A systems designer or auditor would be interested in

events that were sufficient for this event.

Tracing backwards through the

model, node 21 (get voucher) is a precedent condition, but this is not
sufficient for the event to occur.

Node 20 (wait for invoice and copy #2 of

the receiving report) is also a precedent condition.

These two nodes, 20 and

21, are sufficient for the preparation of the voucher.
However, node 20 (wait for ... ) is not completely informative.

Tracing

further back up the model, node 11 (items per purchase order equal items per
copy #2 of receiving report) and node 16 (items per invoice equal items per
copy #1 of receiving report) must both be true before the voucher (node 22)
is prepared.

These two nodes would be of great interest to the auditor.

Hence, we might say that the most interesting precedent conditions to the
preparation of the voucher (node 22) are (1) that items ordered be the same
as items received (node 11), and (2) that items received be the same as items
billed (node 16).
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Thus precedent conditions for a given node are all nodes logically above
the given node.

However~ all precedent conditions are not of equal interets.

As will be shown in later sections of this paper, TICOM III is sufficiently
intelligent to distinguish interesting from uninteresting precedent
conditions.

The mathematical methods of analysis, contraction and

simplification, are presented in section IV of the paper.

III. TICOM MODEL

The TICOM model contains both Precedence-Control-Elements (PC-elements)
and Hierarchical-Elements (H-elements) for control structures.

These control

structures are similar to those discussed in Section 1 of this paper.

The

PC-elements use precedence graphs to model ICDL defined processes, while the
H-elements model relationships by means of a semantic network.

Both share a

common notation, consiting of nodes and arcs as discussed in section 1.
In general each ICDL Task instruction is uniquely labeled and formally
modeled by one or more PC-elements which list a precedence condition for the
execution of the instruction and its execution effects in terms of variable
assignments.

Each PC-element is also identified by a unique index.

Each PC a

is mapped to its corresponding ICDL instruction by a special function
specified as id.

If id(a) = j then PC

a

lists a condition upon which ICDL

instruction j, denoted I., can be reached.
J

general form PC

a

=

(N ;R ;AD).
a

a

a

All PC-elements are of the

N is a set of indices of immediate
a

predecessor ICDL instructions for PC .
a

R is the condition under which the
a

corresponding ICDL instruction follows these immediate predecessors.

AD

a

is

a set of variable assignments (attribute definitions) that become effective
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upon the execution.

If v/e

~

AD a then e is assigned to the variable v when

Iid(a) follows the instructions indexed by Na and Ra is asserted.

Since R

a

is restricted to a boolean expression formed from n-ary predicates and the
logical connectives {A,

~},

the precedence constraint for performing a given

ICDL instruction is expressed in disjunctive normal form.

That is, given

PC

, PC , .•. , PC s.t., id(a ) = j and N = N =
= N then the
1
ai
~
an
al
a2
an
precedence constraint for IJ. to follow the !COL instructions indexed by N
al
is R V R V ..• V R
al
~
an
All non-task information in the !COL uses a class of knowledge

representation formalisms that are called semantic networks with is-a,
part-of, member-of and subset-of primitive associations.

In general,

semantic networks represent knowledge as nodes, and relationships as arcs.
In TICOM general knowledge is modeled by H-elements.

All H-elements are of

the form Ha= (HAa; HP a;HCa;HBa;HSa) where HAa represents knowledge (a node)
and HP a , HC,
HB a , and HS a represent arcs or relationships.
a
some H which encompasses H .

a

a

HP a identifies

The next member of the same set encompassed by

Ha is represented in Ha by a sibling pointer, HBa.

Ha recognizes any set

encompassed within it by means of a pointer to the first element of that set,
However, identical items of information found in any given HA a may also
be located by means of a synonym pointer, HS a .

Thus, any element of

information may be a member of multiple sets and yet easily located.
The formal definition of the TICOM III model for an OIS specified by q
!COL instructions labeled r1 , 12 , ... , Iq is given next. The model
incorporates principles taken from first order logic [16].
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11(

= (U, V, C, P, F, S, PC, H, id)
U is the universe containing C, a set of constant symbols denoted
c 1 , ... , c"t.

Vis a set of variables denoted v1, ... , v~.
Pis a set of n-ary predicate s~bols and propositional letters
denoted P1, ... , P11 and P7: U + {T ,F} ~ U.
Fis a set of n-ary function symbols denoted f1, ... ,
f7: uq + u.

f?J(

and

Sis a special root index that is not an element of (1, ... , q) for
some given q.
PC is a set of element(s) denoted
PC 1, .•• , PC"f, and each
PCa = (Na; Ra; ADa) where
Na= (NPla! NP2a, NSla, NS2a) where each NPla, NP2 ,NSla and
NS2a 1 s a member of the set {l, .•. , "l} U {S }a
R is an element of the partial set of well-formed formulas
a built from V, C, F, P and the logical synbols {A,~}.
ADa is a set of variable bindings where each element of ADa is
of the form v•/t denoting that variable vis bound tot.
Or equivalently, that tis substitutable v.
id is a unary function that maps indices of PC to (1, ... , q).
His a set of elements denoted H1, ... , Hr and each
Ha= (HAa; HP a; HCa; HBa; HSa) where
HAa is an assigned variable with an attached label and each
HP a, HCa, HBa and HS~ is a variable pointer of the set
{l, ... , r} U {~}
NOTATION:
SUBSTITUTION: If xis a variable and e is a term then 0~ is the result of
substituting e for all occurrences of x in 0.
VARIABLE BINDING: If vis a variable and tis a term then v/t denotes that v
is bound tot, or equivalently, tis substitutable for v.
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OPERATOR"//":

If R is an element of the partial set of wffs and

AD a =

(v 1Jt 1, v2Jt 2, ... , vn/tn) and
AD 8 = (v1Jt 1, v2/t2 , ... , v'q/tq)
...
,,.
and v1, v1 are variables and ti, ti are terms then
v1v2 ... vn
R//AD = R
a

t.,t.2•··-tn

AD 8//ADa results in the ordered set Z defined below:
i) for

i = 1, q: ~,-/(t,·)vtlvt 2 ··· vtn
1 2 ···

A

n

is the i-th element in Z.

A

""'-

........

ii) for i = 1, n: if vj/tj €. AD 8 and there does not exist a vj/tj €. Ad 8
s.t. vi=vj then vi1ti is the next right most element in Z.
In the first case, the operator"//" is used to substitute variable
definitions of AD a for free occurrences of variable in R.

In the second case

the operator is used to combine the computations encoded in the AD sets of
two PC-elements under the assumption that PC

immediately follows PCain the
8
execution sequence. Thus, if the execution sequence PC 1 , PC 2, PC 3 is given
and AD = {z/y ), AD = {Y /C}_, and A0 = {x/f( z)} then AD/ /AD/ /AD =
1
2
3
1
{x/f(y), y/c, z/y}. For execution sequence (PC , PC , PC ), AD //AD //AD 2 =
1
3
3
1
2
{x/f(c), z/c, y/c}. Thus the"//" operator is noncommutative, but it is
associative since it preserves executive order effects.

Goal State Achievability
Definitions for the model are as follows:
STATE: any state in 1,z is depicted by one or more of a finite set of PC
elements {PC a, ... , PC1'[}.
STATE ACHIEVABILITY: °"Z achieves a state {PC, ... , PCn}
iff for each PC there exists a finite siquence ·,
PCal' PC~, ... , PCan such that
i) if j = < n then Vi E.Na.
J
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either
i = S (the root index)
or

[there exists a k < j s.t. ~d(ak) = i
and for all 1 s.t. k < 1 < J, a 1 ~ aj]

~d

ii) N = id(¾)
R = Ral (Ra //ADa ) A ... A (R¾//ADan-l// . •. //ADa )
1
2
1
AD= AD¾//AD¾-l// ... //ADal
and
iii)

R is satisfied under interpretations.

According to the preceding definitions, a state is reached by applying
PC-elements in some order thai honors the precedence constraints implicit in
the !COL description of the model.
occurrence of PC

aj

Restriction (i) guarantees that for each

in the sequence, PC

aj

is preceded by its immediate

predecessors with no intervening occurrences of PC

aj

(PC

aj

may occur at most

once for each occurrence of its immediate predecessors in the sequence).
Note that this restriction does not rule out loops since a PC element may
occur in a sequence each time its precedence conditions are met.

Restriction

(ii) designates that the last PC-element in the series must be associated
with ICDLn, with Ras the set of conditions that must be met in order to
reach PC

an

.

The evaluation of R is based on and consistant with Oijkstras'

notion of weakest precondition [17].

Restriction (iii) limits those states

that are reachable to those states whose conditions for reachability are
satisfied by the specifications of the internal control evaluator.
Unfortunately, the satisfiability of Rat the time the model is
activated does not guarantee that state (N; R; AD) will be reached.

This is
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Consider PCa = ({i}; 0; {x/t 1 })
Clearly after the common immediate predecessor

due to uncontrolled .concurrent processing.

= ({i}; 0; {x/t }).
2
6
constraint is satisfied, either PCa, could precede PC 6 or vice versa. Since
PCa, PC 6 is not generally equivalent to PC 6, PCa, at the activation of the

and PC

model it cannot be ascertained as to which order PCa and PC will occur.
6

And

therefore state (N; R; AD) cannot be guaranteed.
Of utmost concern to the auditor and accountant is the reliability,
accuracy and consistency of accounting information.

This requires an

accounting information system to reliably capture accurate accounting
information, verify it against other relevant accounting information for
consistency, and store it to document the validity of the business event it
supports.

With these objectives in mind, it is unimaginable that any auditor

or accountant would choose an office system whose results and intermediate
operations are partially controlled by arbitrarily ordered interacting office
activities.

Yet, accountants and auditors are well aware of the importance

and need for parallel processing in an office system.

As a compromise to

this dilemma, TICOM III analysis is restricted to semi-commutative models.

Semi-Commutative Model: is a basic OIS model as defined previously with the

s1 ,

added restriction that if the sequence,

s1
and id (a.)
J

PC

aj+l

¢

=

PC

°l

, ... , PC

aj-l

, PC

N
then the sequence,
aj+l

aj

s2,

achieves (N; R; AD)

, PC

aj+l

, ... , PC

formed by switching

also achieves (N; R; AD)

s2

=

PC

al

, ... , PC

and is therefore equivalent to

aj-1

s1 .

,

an

... ,

and
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Thus, the semi-commutative model prevents interacting PC-elements from
being arbitrarily ordered by requiring the scheduling of such PC-elements to
be deterministically encapsulated in their respective N and R components.
This restriction does not prohibit the sharing of information between
instructions (PC-elements) executing concurrently.

It does, however, prevent

an instruction from updating a variable before all users of this instance of
the variable have completed their operations.

The concept of precondition

follows from the semi-commutative model.

Precondition: A precondition for PC instruction N is defined to be a
condition for the initial state of the system such that activation of the
semi-corrmutative model guarantees that some sequence PC
generated achieving (N;

R; AD).

al

, ... , PC

an

will be

By definition of state achievability, if 1?(

is semi-corrmutative model and achieves (N; R; AD) then Risa precondition
for that state.
The preceding discussion has dealt with the analysis of given
permissible execution sequences.

Evaluating accounting systems from a state

achievability perspective requires the identification of the goal state under
study and consideration of all the execution sequences that lead to that
goal.

In TICOM III analysis, the goal state of the system is identified by

critical PC instructions and restrictions placed upon sequences leading to
the goal state.

By expressing this subsystem of critical PC instructions in

terms of precondition relationships, the underlying control structure
governing these corrmands is made obvious.

This capability is an important

feature of TICOM III since it is supportive of the cycles approach and the
account classification approach to internal control evaluation.
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IV. Analytic Capabilities of TICOM III

TICOM analysis involves (1) retrieval of information and its
relationship to other items of information, and (2) determining what
conditions are necessary and sufficient for a given event to occur.

The

first is accomplished by transversing the semantic network of H-elements in a
manner somewhat similar to querying a database and thus will not be discussed
any further at this point.

The second, however, requires identification and

simplification of preconditions.
TICOM III calculates precondition relationships betewen ICDL
instructions by manipulating the PC-elements of the model.
elements are specified in terms of illlTlediate preconditions.

Initially the PCFor instance,

PC a declares that PC a follows the PC-instructions listed in Na under the
precondition Ra .

Of interest is the combination of variable bindings

necessary to reach a particular PC-element.

There are three fundamental

procedures that manipulate the PC-elements: contraction-ordering,
simplification and variable binding.

Procedure 1, contraction-ordering

logically sets forth a mathematical statement relating preconditions for any
PC a in the model.

Contraction-ordering expresses precedence-oriented

relationships in an economical mathematical form such that no given arc is
defined more than once.

The result of contraction-ordering is a mathematical

equation expressing ordered set relationships.

The simplification procedure

is introduced for eliminating duplication and inefficient expression of the
PC-elements.

Procedure 2 lists the fundamental simplifications that seem

most appropriate from an internal control evaluation perspective.
3 presents the process of variable binding.

Procedure
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Contraction
Additional notation:
~

is a vector (execution sequence) of the form PCa, ... , PC 6.
x' is the same as x with the exclusion of the last element, PC 8.

xis a vector (execution sequence) of the form PCa, ... , PC 6, that can
be further expanded (using wff's) to x'.
x* is a node, PC,
that has been temporarily flagged.
a
Contraction-ordering for PC a € PC is defined by the following recursive
function CNTR where Q represents the mathematical expression derived by
contraction.
Procedure 1: CNTR [PC a J

1)

If PC

a

~

" to expression Q, star (flag) the first
CL, then add "PC"
--a

occurrence of PC a in Q, and exit.
2)

If PC a ~ OL ' then add "PC"'
to equation Q, star (flag) the first
--a
occurrence of PC a in Q and exit.

3)

Add PC a to CL.

4)

If NSl a not empty, then add "(" to equation Q, call CNTR [NSl a ],
then add "V" (logical OR) to equation Q.

5)

Add "PC a , " to equation Q.

6)

If NP2 a not empty, then add "(" to equation Q, call CNTR [NP2 a ],
then add "A" (logical AND) to equation Q.

7)

If NPl a not empty, then call CNTR [NPl a ].

8)

If NS2 a not empty, then add "V PC,"
to equation Q call CNTR
a
[NS2 a ].

9)

If NSl a not empty, then add ") 11 to equt ion Q.
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10) Delete a from CL and exit.
where CL= closed list
OL = open list
(Initially both the closed list and the open list are
empty.)
The result of the contraction procedure is a mathematical expression Q
representing all execution sequences that will result in the conditions
required for the execution of the instruction contained in PC a .

-

In expression Q, PC ', and PC
a

a

are special variables.

Instead of

~

representing a single node, PC a ', and PC a represents the execution sequence

-

for reaching PC a as defined earlier in the expression beginning at PC*.
In
a
addition, PC asserts that a loop has been identified within the execution
a

sequence beginning at PC*.
a

Calculations can then be made of the number of

solutions resulting from allowing each loop sequence to be executed a maximum
of n times in combination with other loop sequences in any given solution.

Procedure 2:

Contraction-Simplification

Simplification is a process by which equation Q is reduced to a simpler
but equivalent form according to the following reduction rules:
1)

For (PCa V PCe), if Ra= R1 A R2 and Re= ~Rl A R2 then set
Ra = Re = Rz

2)

For (PCa V PCe), if Ra= R1 and R6 = -R 1
"' VY)] such that
For Q' = [(Z

3)

A

A

Rz then set Re= Rz

A

Z contains one or more vectors, xi, and

Y contains one or more vectors, x.l
A

Then Q' = [ ( Z) ( Y)]
4)

~
~xi
VAx2 V ... V""xn) => V [C(xi)] such that the number of xi .s_ J for
any qiven J where C(xi) are all possible subset combinations of

1,

vectors, x

including the empty set.
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Rule 1 is valid since it selects the weaker of two conditions to follow
its immediate predecessors and is based on the logical rule (BA C) V
(-BA C)
AV B.

= B.

Rule 2 is similarly based on the logical rule AV (~A AB) _

Rule 3 separates out the looping conditions for application of a

special rule (4), which expands all possible loop configurations.

Under Rule

4, the number of times each loop is transversed may be expanded at the option

of the modeler, however one pass of all combinations is generally sufficient.
Multiples paths increase the number of solutions exponentially.
Examples of Rule 4 where each loop is transversed only once, but in all
combinations, are as follows:
A

[(A)]=> [(O V~•)]
.....
[(~ y !)] =>[(OVA' V!'VA'§.' V!'~')]
,"\

A

/'.

,,

[(AV! V .f)] =>[(OVA' VB' V C' V A'B' V A'C' V B'A' V B'C' V
C'A' V C'B' V A'B'C' V A'C'B' V B'A'C' V B'C'A' V C'A'B' V
C' B'A'

etc.
~

,"\

~

A

where A,! and Care of the form xi
and A', 8' and C' are of the form x'.
-

-

-

1

In TICOM III, a finite number of finite paths are selected for analysis
that are representative, from an internal control perspective of all possible

... ,

looping paths.

That is, if PC

... ,

PC a also achieves (N, R, AD) (or an acceptable substitute)

PC

then PC

~'

al '

... ,

al '

PC

ak

achieves (N, R, AD) and PC

al '

w

... ,

PC

~

is representative of both sequences and is the only one

that needs be considered.
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Procedure 3:

Contraction Binding

Contraction binding is defined iff PCa and PCS are contained in equation

Q then binding occurs as follows:

* PCS], and [PCa'] in
Each [PCa, PCS], [PCa,

the solution set is replaced by PC y where Ry = (RS//AD)
AR a and
a
AO a = AOS//AO a .
Contraction simplification and binding rules may be applied in any order
once contraction ordering has occurred.

Since 1>t is a semi-corrmutative model,

then the contraction procedure is a direct consequence of presenrving order
and the"//" operator is associative.

Because PCS follows PCa, then by

transitivity the irrmediate precedessors of PCa are predecessors of PCS.
this way, contraction makes the irrmediate predecessors of PC
PCS.

a

In

predecessors of

The result on the variable definitions of the model for PCS following

PCa is ADS//AOa and under condition (RS//ADa) A Ra.

Since the model is semi-

commutative, it is just as valid to consider first the influence of PC a on
PCS as it would be to consider first the influence of some other immediate
predecessor of PCS.

Finally, since the"//" operator is associative and

preserves execution order effects, it is permissible to perform variable
binding of instructions in any order.

Analysis and Complexity
The types of questions posed by auditors during internal control
evaluation are diverse, many of the questions concern state achievability.
That is, is it possible for the firm, given its internal control structure,
to reach a particular state.

If it is possible to enter such a state, TICOM

III analysis establishes a precondition for entering that state.
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Precondition evaluation of accounting models is closely related to the
analysis of programs.

As such, automated accounting internal control

evaluation suffers from many of the same ills that cripples program
verification.

Of particular concern is the complexity of the analysis both

in terms of machine calculations and the ease with which the internal control
evaluator can comprehend the results of the analysis.

To combat these

problems, several measures have been taken.
The firm 1 s activities are modeled at a high level of abstraction which
focuses on the major details of the system.

The system is described in terms

of objects (including documents) and agents• conditional access rights and
processing responsibilities that control their use.

Details of office

procedures are suppressed in favor of a simpler firm-wide perspective.

Once

the internal control evaluator understands the sequencing of office
procedures, detailed examination of the office system can proceed on an
individual office procudure basis.

In addition, TICOM III has a system

simplification facility for creating "black boxes".

A black box is a

simplified component of the firm-wide model in which all but the most
essential features are suppressed.

In effect, system simplification reduces

the complexity of the internal control system to a more manageable size while
maintaining a system-wide perspective.

Two popular approaches to internal

control evaluation, the cycles approach and the account classification
approach, are based on this technique.

Finally, the modeling and analysis of

parallelism is restricted to noninterfering office activities.

That is, if

two or more office activities can be performed in parallel, all permissible
execution sequences terminate with identical results.
referred to as semi-commutative models.

Such models are
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In summary, verification of an accounting internal control system is an
NP-hard problem [3].

However, due to assumptions applied in connection with

the contraction theory, the NP-hard problem is reduced to a Polynomial-time
(economically feasible) problem.

V. Examples of Ticom Analysis

Two short examples of TICOM analysis are included in this section.
Figure 5 presents an actual TICOM response to a query about the Purchasing
Subsystem in Figure 4.

The model was asked to present the conditions under

which a voucher would be prepared.

The answer is shown in both the PC format

and with the human interpretation rendered by the computer.
Figure 6 displays an augmented precedence model consisting of seven
basic inst:uctions comprising a simple purchasing system.
shown graphically and in the internal representation.

The example is

Listed along the

underside of each precedence arc are the objects that are passed between
nodes.

Any assertions that are made along the arc are listed above it.

Associated with each precedence condition is a set of variable assignments.
For example, node 1 unconditionally follows the root, S.

The receiving

report, RR, and the goods received, GR, are available to node 1.

The results

of executing node 1 is given by the set, {RR/r}, which stipulates that RR is
assigned a value, denoted as r, by the Receiving department.

This same

information is encoded in the first three components of PC
Similarly, node 7 follows node 4 given that RR# GR.

shown.
1
The result of

performing node 7 is that the RR is appended with a value, denoted ass, by
the Stores department.

PC

8

contains this same information.

All comparisons
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(nodes 3 and 4) are performed by the Stores department and so subscripting of
the relationals to denote the comparer is omitted.
preparation of a voucher, V, by Accounting, a.

Node S (PC 6) models the
Node 6 an PC 7 stipulate the

entrapment of a -discrepancy requiring intervention.
The initial system shown in Figure 6 is given in terms of preconditions.
By employing the contraction-ordering procedures, the preconditions for node
S are deduced.

Note that node S has been mapped to PC 6.
Applying ~he Contraction-Ordering procedure, the resulting mathematical
*

~

expression is: Q = PC 6, (PC 3, (PC 2 A PC 1) V PC 4, PCS, PCS, PC 3). The
expression demonstrates how easy it is to recognize a feedback looping

- -

pattern by the ~ on PC 3 . Any PC a represents a "feedback" loop often
containing a corrective control.

""" elements can be
Applying the simplification rule 3, the non -PC
a
separated from the PC a elements by corrrnuting them to the right in the
following manner:
Q = PC 6 , (PC 4, PCs, PCs, -PC 3)(PC* 3, (PC 2 A PC 1))
Using simplification rule 4 results in the following expression:
Q = PC 6, (PC 4 , PCS, PCS V 0)(PC 3, (PC 2 A PC 1))
Using first order logic the resulting expression is:

Q = PC 6, (PC 4, PCs, PCS V 0) PC 3, PC 2, PC 1
The variable binding is applied to PC 4 and PCs resulting in PC 9 .
Rg = [RR * GR] and ADg = [RR/APPEND (RR,S)]
Binding PC 9 to PCS produces PC 10 .
R10 = [RR * GR A RR* INV] and ADlO

= [RR/APPEND

(RR,S)]

The variable binding is applied to PC 3 and PC 2 giving Pc 11 .
R11 = [0] and ADll = [INV/v]
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Again, binding Pc 11 to PC 1 results in PC 12 .
R12 = [0] and AD 12 = [INV/v, RR/r]
The expression now is Q = PC 6 , (Pc 1O V 0) Pc 12 .
By the use of first order logic, the expression becomes

Q = PC 6 , Pc 1O , Pc 12 V PC 6 , Pc 12
The variable binding applied to PC 6 and PC 1O results in Pc 13 .
R13 = [RR/APPEND (RR,S) = INV/v A RR/r * GR A RR/r * INV/v] and
AD 13 = [V/a, RR/APPEND (RR,S)]
FIRST PART OF SOLUTION: Binding PC 13 to Pc12 gives Pc 14 .
R14 = [RR/APPEND (RR,S) = INV/v A RR/r * GR A RR/r

* INV/v]

and AD 14 = [V/a, RR/APPEND (RR,S), INV/v, RR/r]
SECOND PART OF SOLUTION: Binding PC to Pc results in PC .
15
12
6
R1s = [RR/r = INV/v] and AD1s = [V/a, INV/v, RR/r]
During binding, variable assignments are appropriately substituted into
the assertions and the variable assignment sets are updated along with the
other components of the PC-elements.

Assertions such as RR/r = INV/v are

interpreted ass claims that RR, as prepared by r, matches the INV, as
prepared by v.

At this point the precondition for attaining node 5 (PC 6 ) is
(RR/r = INV/v) V (RR/APPEND(RR,s) = INV/v A RR/r * GR A RR/r * INV/v). Using

simplification rule 2, this logically reduces to the precondit i ons
[RR/r = INV/v] V [RR/APPEND (RR,S) = INV/v

A

RR/r * GR].

The interpretation is: "The voucher (V) will be prepared by accounting
when (1) the receiving report (RR prepared by receiving) equals the invoice
(INV prepared by the vendor) or when (2) the RR (prepared by receiving) is
not equal to either the goods received (GR) nor the vendors invoice (INV),
and an appended receiving report is prepared by stores which is found to be
equal to the

v 0 ~~~~•~

invoice.
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Although pattern recognition is in its early stages, additional
impor~ant patterns information is becoming apparent.

Often important control

information is contained within the parenthesis containing disjunctive
conditions.

Besides the loop conditions, another example would be where one

side of a disjunctive expression would correct for a negative condition
without subseqently applying the same or a stronger test on the correction.
Such a pattern could be classified as a weak corrective control and little if
any reliance would be placed on such a control.
this area.

More research is required in

The TICOM model provides a basis for research in classifying and

analyzing such patterns.

Conclusion

TICOM III is an analytic tool composed of three basic components: An
Internal Control Description Language (ICDL); a machine compatible internal
representation; and, a query processing system.

The ICDL is capable of

embodying existing flowchart and narratives concerning accounting internal
control systems.

The mapping of the ICDL to an internal representation

automatically links modular ICDL system descriptions in an attempt to create
a complete and consistent description of the internal control process.

The

query processor takes advantage of the mathematical properties of TICOM III
to provide powerful response characteristics in each query.

The query

process permits a probing of the internal control process description and is
sufficient to accommodate the type of questions raised by auditors concerning
control issues.

TICOM III is thus a potentially powerful internal and
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external audit tool.

In addition the basic design concepts imbedded in TICOM

III make it a useful design tool in an accounting office information systems
environment.

In a somewhat more forward looking way TICOM III might be

adapted to net as a continuous audit and control monitor.
At this time an example system is functioning at the University of
Minnesota.

We have been able to confirm the analytic properties of the

language and query processor and have created a compiler that does in fact
link modular ICDL descriptions.

Thus, the concepts developed in the paper

are not of an unsubstantiated nature.

While developing the necessary

software was in itself a development activity, it did lead to several concept
adjustments to the original TICOM model.

Further, the existence of an

operating example opens the way for research activities in the areas of audit
practice, behavioral studies using decision support systems, teaching
effectiveness using computer assistance, and perhaps most importantly
artificial intelligence (AI) models for the analysis of accounting internal
controls.
At this time, while we see potential benefits from the use of TICOM III
in each of the areas mentioned above, we believe its real importance lies in
providing a solid foundation for research efforts involving the development
of artificial intelligence and expert systems for the analysis of accounting
internal controls.

The mathematical and formal logic foundations of TICOM

III are quite consistent with an artificial intelligence modeling approach.
We intend to begin to pursue these issues in the coming months.
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Start

event A

event B

event C

event E
end

Figure 1
The Flow of Control Functions
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COMMAND

DESCRIPTION

ASSIGN attribute-list OF object

Specifies which attributes of a
particlar object are to be
assigned values.

MODIFY attribute-list OF object

Specifies which previously
assigned attributes of a
particular object are to be
reassigned values.

DESTROY object-list

Specifies which objects are to
be destroyed.

IF boolean-expression THEN
true instructions
ELSE
false instructions END IF

Specifies a boolean expression,
a simple or compound comparison
whose truth determines which
disjoint set of instructions are
to be performed next.

TRANSFER object-list TO agent

Specifies that the data objects
listed are to be transferred to
another agent or organizational
unit.

WAIT FOR object-list

Specifies that the agent's
processing is blocked until the
objects listed are received.

PUT object-list INTO repository

Specifies that the objects
listed are to be placed into the
designated repository.

GET object-list FROM repository

Specifies that the objects
listed are to be retrieved from
the designated repository.

COPY target-object GIVING
duplicate object-list

Specifies that the target
object is to be copied creating
the designated duplicate
objects.

END TASK

Specifies the end of a task

REVIEW

Signifies the entrapment of an
error or a discrepancy for which
no office procedure fs specified
to handle the exception.

Figure 2
ICDL commands for describing individual office tasks.
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TICOM III COMMANDS (ICDL)
START

GET REQUISITION 1 FROM REQUISITION SUPPLY

PREPARE
REQUISITION-!

ASSIGN SOURCE, DATE, ITEMIZED-DESCRIPTION
OF REQUISITION-!

SEND FOR
APPROVAL

TRANSFER REQUISITION-! TO MANAGER;
WAIT FOR REQUISITION-!

APPROVED?

IF REQUISITION-! APPROVAL NOT EQ AUTHORIZTIONCODES THEN REVIEW

-----~ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
ELSE
REQUISITION-3 ...,__ _ _ __.
COPY REQUISITION-! GIVING REQUISITION-2,
PURCHASING
REQUISITON-3
REQUISITION-2 .,___ _ _ __. TRANSFER REQUISITION-3 TO ACCOUNTS-PAYABLE
TRANSFER REQUISITION-2 TO PURCHASING CLERK
REQUISITION-!
PUT REQUISITION-! INTO REQUISITION-FILE
END IF

FILE

END TASK

Figure 3

!COL task description for an activity perfonned
by clerk 1 in the Stores Department

VENDOR

s

TRANSFER GOODS TO RECEIVING

I

TRANSFER INVOICE TO PURCHASING :
RECEIVING
WAIT FOR GOODS
ASSIGN ITEMS OF RRl
COPY RRl GIVING RR2
TRANSFER RRl TO PURCHASING

PURCHASING

)

/ u/~ - w~T-~OR-R~l. 1~vo~E -

TRANSFER RR2 TO STORES

_STORE~

PUT GOODS INTO INVENTORY

WAIT FOR RR2;

- r

INVOICE.ITEMS - RRl.lTEMS

I

TRANSFER INVOICE TO
CASH-DISBURSEMENTS

I
I

/

'-' -....,
•REVIEW

uac

'-'

GET PO FROM ON-OROER-F ILE'1'-

I
I

I

'

/

'-

'

Yt)

I

DESTROY RRl

'-

PO ITEMS= RR2.ITEMS?
REVIEW

-:

12) TRANSFER RR2 TO
CASf:L-OJ5BURSEMENTS _!

PUT PO INTO REC-FILE
,I ______
_

!_

CASH-DISBURSEMENTS

WAIT FOR INVOICE, RR2
GET VOUCHER FROM VOUCHER-SUPPLY

ABBREVIATIONS
RRl
RR2
PO
*

-

ASSIGN AMT, PAYEE OF VOUCHER

RECEIVING-REPORT 1
RECEIVING-REPORT 2
PURCHASE ORDER
LOGICAL ANO

A Fragment of

Figure 4
d Purcha~ing Suh~ystem

w

'°
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=======================================================================----ENTER CONTRACTION DESIRED

(OTO END):

PC22

Q = PC22,PC21,PC2O,(PC12,PC11,PC10,PC9,PC7,PC6,PC5,PC4,PC3,PC1, V
PC17 ,PC16,PC15, (PC2,PC1
PC22

=

1
,

A PC6

1
,) )

R[P0 EQ RR2, INVOICE EQ RRl,]; AD[ASSIGN(V0UCHER) by CAS
H-DISB, L0C(VOCHER) by CASH-DISB, LOC(RR2) by CASH-DISB,
LOC(RR2)/CASH-DISB by STORES, LOC(PO) by STORES, LOC(RR2)
by STORES, LOC(RR2)/ST0RES by RECEIVING, L0C(RRl)/PURCHASING
by RECEIVING, RR2/RR1 by RECEIVING, RRl/INPUT by RECEIVING,
L0C(GO00S) by RECEIVING, L0C(G00DS)/RECEIVING by VENDOR
L0C(INVOICE) by CASH-DISB, L0C(INVOICE)/CASH-DISB by PURCHASING,
L0C(INVOICE) by PURCHASING, LOC(INVOICE)/PURCHASING
by VENDOR, LOC(RRl) by PURCHASING,])

The interpretation of the above is:
CASH-DISB will prepare VOUCHER
when the PO
EQUALS the
RR2 (as copied from RRl by RECEIVING)
and
when the INVOICE
EQUALS the
RRl (RRl resulting from input by RECEIVING)

===============================-=============================================
ENTER CONTRACTION DESIRED

(O TO ENO):

Figure 5
Example of Contraction Output

4]

s

ABBREVIATIONS
GR RR INV V-

r v -

s a -

id(l) = 1

PC 1 = ( {S}; 0; {RR/r})

id(2) = 2

PC2 = ( {S }; 0; {INV/v})

id(3) = 3

PC 3 = ( {l, 2}; 0; 0)

id(4) = 3

PC 4 = ( {8}; 0; 0)

id(S) = 4

PC5 = ({3}; RR

id(6) = 5

PC 6 = ( {3, S}; RR= INV; {V/a})

id(7) = 6

PC 7 = ( {S); RR= GR; 0)

id(8) = 7

PCg = ( {5 }; RR

1:

1:

INV; 0)

GR; {RR/APPEND(RR, s)})
FIGURE 6

A Semi-Commutative Model

GOODS RECEIVED
RECEIVING REPORT
INVOICE
VOUCHER
RECEIVING
VENDOR
STORES
ACCOUNT! NG
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